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As begun in the best-selling Happy Times, her first book with Assouline, Lee Radziwillâ€™s colorful

journey continues in the much-anticipated Lee. In this quest or privacy and freedom within a highly

publicized life, Radziwill shares her unique perspective as a witness to history, recalling the

numerous cultural figures she counted among her friends, from Rudolf Nureyev to Truman Capote,

and quiet moments with her children in London and New York. Filled with anecdotes and personal

photographs, Lee is an intimate reflection on Radziwillâ€™s world.
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Thoroughly enjoy this book. Learned more about Lee than I knew, and I thought I knew a lot.LOVED

all the pictures.

This is basically "Happy Times Volume 2" She glosses over her life, no mention of any strife

whatsoever. I was looking for some insight, perhaps some interesting stories. Not there. The

"chapters" are very short and without any information not previously known. If you want a picture

book, this is OK, otherwise I would not bother spending the money.

It was a gift and the person loved it!!!!



After reading Happy Times now almost fifteen years ago, I was delighted to see this new book by

Lee Radziwill. If you are looking for a serious read, or if you expect this book to be a full-fledged

autobiography covering her whole life in detail, this is not the book for you.This is a pictorial

autobiography, and each chapter is devoted to a different person:Friendships: Rudolf Nureyev,

Giorgio Armani, Peter Beard...Family: Anthony and Tina Radziwill (children), Michael Canfield (1st

husband), Prince Radziwill (2nd husband) Aristotle Onassis...The book is full of pictures and covers

a world which does not exist anymore today. I enjoyed looking through the book and reminiscing

about a time when people dressed up before they left the house, when artists had real talent to

share and people travelled the world in style.The cover of the book is made of cloth, which makes it

a nice centerpiece for any coffee table. Most of the pictures are exclusive and have not been shown

anywhere else. Each chapter is accompanied by a short description and insight stories, but it

doesn't feel like it is enough. I wish there was more to read, because the stories this woman could

tell...

great!

A stunning package Ã¢Â€Â” in every single way. DESIGN: AAA+... PRODUCTION: AAA+...

IMAGERY ... AAA+ ... WRITING and TYPOGRAPHY: AAA+. LEE transcends the format of a book

and it becomes an experience.

I really liked the book. But I thought the book was priced too high.

I have the first book Happy Times which I enjoying browsing through when I need a little style

inspiration. This book is a great addition to happy times. Lee is a throwback to a different time when

people dressed for flights and dinner and ladies wore gloves. Her books give you a small picture

into a period when manners existed, pure class !!
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